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Abstract: Herein, we report molecular dynamics simulations of the mononuclear form of theBacillus cereus
zinc-â-lactamase. We studied two different configurations which differ in the presence of a zinc-bound hydroxide
or a zinc-bound water and in the protonation state of the essential His210 residue. Contacts of the catalytically
important residues (Asp90, His210, Cys168, etc.) with the zinc center are characterized by the MD analyses.
The nature of the Zn-OH2 f His210 proton transfer pathway connecting the two configurations was studied
by means of QM calculations on cluster models while the relative stability of the two configurations was
estimated from QM/MM calculations in the enzyme. From these results, a theoretical model for the kinetically
active form of theB. cereusmetalloenzyme is proposed. Some mechanistic implications and the influence of
mutating the Cys168 residue are also discussed.

Introduction

Bacterial resistance toâ-lactam antibiotics has emerged over
the past few decades as a major health problem.1 The various
families of â-lactam antibiotics2 differ in their spectrum of
antibacterial activity and in their susceptibility to theâ-lactamase
hydrolytic enzymes.â-Lactamases,3 which constitute the most
common and growing form of antibacterial resistance, catalyze
the hydrolysis ofâ-lactams to give ring-openedR-amino acids
which are no longer effective as inhibitors against their targets:
bacterial membrane-bound transpeptidase enzymes.4

The main mechanistic division ofâ-lactamases is into the
serine enzymes (classes A, C, and D; according to their amino
acid sequence homology) and zinc enzymes (class B).3,4 For
the serineâ-lactamases, the catalytic mechanism involves the
formation of an acyl-enzyme intermediate formed by nucleo-
philic attack of the essential serine residue on theâ-lactam.
Fortunately, through screening of natural chemical resources
and molecular studies on serineâ-lactamases novelâ-lactamase
inhibitors have been discovered which selectively prevent
substrate binding between serineâ-lactamases andâ-lactams
while not interfering with cellular metabolism.5 On the other
hand, the metallo-â-lactamases6,7 (class B) require Zn(II) ions
to efficiently hydrolyze nearly allâ-lactams including the most
widely used inhibitors of serineâ-lactamases.8

The first metallo-â-lactamase to be identified was found in
the relatively innocuous bacteriaBacillus cereusin the 1960s.
Since then, considerable mechanistic and structural information
on zinc-â-lactamases has been derived from theB. cereus
enzyme. However, there are now at least 20 bacterial sources
of metallo-â-lactamases,5,7 including those from pathogenic
strains ofPseudomonas maltophilia, Aeronomas hydrophila, and
Bacteroides fragilis(a gram-negative anaerobic bacteria associ-
ated with post-surgical hospital infections which exhibits the
most efficient activity and the broadest spectrum for different
â-lactam substrates including carbapenem derivatives). Further-
more, as plasmid encoded enzymes, theB. fragilis and P.
maltophilia zinc-â-lactamases are poised to spread to other
pathogenic bacteria. In contrast with serine enzymes, there are
no clinically useful inhibitors known against these broad-
spectrum metallo-â-lactamases so that the emergence of anti-
biotic resistance mediated by zinc-â-lactamases comprises an
increasing challenge to the therapeutic future ofâ-lactam
antibiotics. All these facts clearly stress the need to increase
our understanding of the structure, dynamics, and catalytic
mechanism of the zinc-â-lactamases, thereby providing a
rational basis for future drug design efforts.

The B. cereusmetallo-â-lactamase is remarkably adaptable
and is able to function with either one or two zinc ions,9-11

which are liganded by active site residues that are generally
conserved in all known metallo-â-lactamase sequences.12-14 The
structure of theB. cereusenzyme has been determined by X-ray
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crystallography at 1.85 to 2.5 Å resolution by using crystals
grown with different Zn2+ concentrations (100-500 µM) at
slightly acidic pH values, 5.2-5.6.12-14 In these structures, the
first zinc ion, Zn1 in Figure 1, is tetrahedrally coordinated by
three histidine residues and a water molecule (Wat1). The second
zinc ion Zn2, which may or may not be present depending on
the enzyme:Zn2+ molar ratio, is coordinated by the carboxylate
group of an aspartate, the methylthiolate group of a cysteine,
the imidazole ring of a histidine, the Zn1-bound Wat1 molecule,
and a second water molecule, Wat2. The resulting coordination
environment for Zn2 is close to a trigonal bipyramidal arrange-
ment13,14similar to that observed in the binuclear active site of
the B. fragilis â-lactamase.15,16 However, in theB. cereus

enzyme, Zn2 is located at a large distance from Zn1 (3.9-4.4
Å) in contrast with the short Zn1‚‚‚Zn2 distance characteristic
of the B. fragilis enzyme (∼3.5 Å).15,16 Moreover, in one of
the reportedB. cereusstructures,14 the Zn2 ion shows a very
distorted arrangement of the ligands, that is, the Zn2-ligand
bond distances lie in the range 2.5-3.0 Å except the Zn2‚‚‚Sγ
interatomic distance which is close to 2.0 Å (see Figure 1). This
is in agreement with the low affinity of the enzyme for the
second Zn ion (≈24 mM) with respect to that for Zn1
(≈1 µM).12 The location of Wat1 varies significantly having
Zn-Wat1 distances of 2.3-3.3 Å. Nevertheless, it is commonly
assumed that the Zn1-bound water is present in its deprotonated
form at neutral pH in theB. cereusactive site and, therefore,
could readily attack theâ-lactam carbonyl.3

Besides the structural determinations on theB. cereusenzyme,
mutagenesis experiments17-20 have also provided valuable
insight into the role of several residues in both substrate binding
and catalysis. Conversion of the aspartic acid residue at position
90 into a neutral asparginine residue (a conservative substitution
in terms of size) inactivates theB. cereusenzyme.17 Similarly,
when the carboxylate group of Asp90 was mutated to a Glu,
the mutant enzyme did not confer any detectable cephalosporin
or ampicillin resistance.17 These results suggest that Asp90 may
play a structural role in the active site and/or might act as a
general base catalyst. It has also been reported that site-directed
mutagenesis of the His210 residue to a Met residue resulted in
a severely impaired enzyme.18 Very recently, the cysteine
residue at the 168 position was replaced by both alanine and
serine.19,20While substrate affinity was not significantly affected
by the mutations at 168 for the monozinc enzyme, the catalytic
activity was reduced to a few percent of the activity exhibited
by the wild-type enzyme.19 However, the structure of the Cys168
f Ser168 mutant, which has been determined crystallographi-
cally,20 does not indicate any significant differences with respect
to the monozinc wild-type enzyme. Interestingly, in the case of
the binuclear enzyme, the Cys168 residue has not been found
to be essential for catalysis, but the substrate affinity is
decreased.19

The pH dependence has been determined for the monozinc
B. cereus enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of penicillins and
cephalosporins.21 The plot of kcat/Km versus pH showed a
characteristic bell-shaped curve, but surprisingly, the slope of
the acidic part of the curve was close to 2.0 instead of the usual
1.0, that is, the enzymatic efficiency is suppressed at lower pH
because of two protonation processes. The corresponding rate
controlling ionization constants pKa,1 ) pKa,2, and pKa,3 were
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Figure 1. Active site of the monozinc and dizinc forms of theB. cereus
enzyme as determined by X-ray crystallography.
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5.60 ( 0.20 and 9.50( 0.20, respectively. Although the
assignment of pKa,3 has not been definitively made, it has been
demonstrated that the existence of a Zn-OH‚‚‚O-CO-Asp90
interaction in the active site of theB. cereuscan account for
pKa,1 and pKa,2.21 In agreement with this, the proposed mech-
anism for the monozinc enzyme assumes that the Zn-OH
nucleophile attacks theâ-lactam carbonyl forming a dianionic
acyl-enzyme intermediate. Subsequently, the Asp90 residue
accepts a proton from the hydroxyl moiety in the intermediate
and, as theâ-lactam C-N bond fission proceeds, protonates
the leaving amino group.21 We note, however, that this
mechanistic proposal has no significant role for the His210 and
Cys168 residues which are known to be crucial for catalysis.18-20

Clearly, many fundamental questions about the structure,
protonation state, and catalytic mechanism of the zinc-â-
lactamases remain poorly understood at the molecular level. In
this work, we have studied the structure and dynamics of the
B. cereusenzyme in the mononuclear form of the zinc-â-
lactamases. In particular, we used molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations to study two different protonation states of the active
site (ZnOH andZnOH2 in Scheme 1) which are interconnected
via a proton transfer from a doubly protonated His210 residue
to a zinc-bound hydroxide moiety. The MD simulations allow
us to characterize interactions between the important functional
groups (Asp90, His210, Cys168, etc.) that could play a role in
catalysis or substrate binding. Also of particular interest were
water molecules in the active site that form water-mediated
hydrogen bonds, thereby cross-linking important active site
residues. The viability of proton-transfer processes connecting
the ZnOH and ZnOH2 states was estimated by using QM
calculations on representative cluster models of the water-
assisted proton transfer from a zinc-bound water molecule to a
methylimidazole. In addition, the relative stability of theZnOH
andZnOH2 configurations was analyzed by means of a series
of QM/MM calculations. Finally, the ability of theZnOH
configuration to act as a model of the kinetically active
configuration is discussed and an interpretation on the role
played by Cys168 in the monozincB. cereusenzyme is
proposed.

Computational Methods

Parametrization of the Zinc Environment. We adopted the bonded
approach for metal ion representation that involves placing explicit
bonds between the zinc cation and its surrounding environment.22,23

Other nonbonded models have been developed for zinc24 although this

approach can be very sensitive to the electrostatic model chosen and
can suffer from the inability to retain a tetrahedral coordination
number.25 We also note that previous analyses have revealed that the
zinc-ligand bonds have an intermediate character between covalent
and closed-shell interactions and involve a significant amount of charge
transfer.26,27

To derive the corresponding force-field parameters which are not
present in the standard AMBER database, we followed the procedure
suggested by Fox et al.28 to be consistent with the AMBER force field.29

Equilibrium bond lengths and bond angles involving the zinc atom were
taken from the HF/6-31G* optimized structures of the [Zn(methyl-
imidazol)3(OH)]+ and [Zn(methylimidazol)3(OH2)]2+ complexes for the
ZnOH and ZnOH2 active site models, respectively (these ab initio
cluster models have been thoroughly analyzed in previous work26).

The quadratic force constants for the bond (Zn-X) and angle (Zn-
X-Y) terms were obtained from diagonal elements of the analytically
calculated HF/6-31G* Hessians for small Zn-R systems (R) OH-,
H2O, and methylimidazole) projected onto a space of internal coordi-
nates. The stretching and bending normal modes were nearly uncoupled
with other internal motions. The bond force constantsKbond(Zn-R) were
subsequently scaled by the factorFc([Zn(methylimidazol)3Wat])/
Fc(Zn-R), whereFc stands for the HF/6-31G* charge density at the
corresponding bond critical points30 of the tetrahedral complexes or
the monoliganded complexes. TheseFc values are indices reflecting
the strength of the chemical bonds30 so that the influence of the full
coordination environment on the bond force constant can be ap-
proximately represented by this simple scaling procedure. For the
N-Zn-O and N-Zn-N angle parameters, force constants of 60 and
40 kcal/(mol Å), respectively, were used to preserve the experimentally
observed tetrahedral zinc for both theZnOH andZnOH2 systems.25

All the torsions associated with the zinc-ligand interactions were set
to zero as in Hoops et al.22

On the basis of the QM optimized structures of the [Zn-
(methylimidazole)3(OH)]+ and [Zn(methylimidazole)3(OH2)]2+ com-
plexes, HF/6-31G* atomic partial charges were derived by using the
RESP methodology.31 In this way, electrostatic interactions between
all atoms of the enzymatic system were treated on an equal basis. The
RESP fitting procedure also allowed us to assign a zero value to the
atomic charges of the H link atoms in the cluster models, thereby
minimizing partial charge artifacts. To preserve integral charge of the
whole system, the partial charges of the CR and HR atoms of the zinc-
ligand residues were modified accordingly. The vdW parameters for
Zn were taken from Hoops et al.22 while the atoms in the water and
imidazole rings were assigned the corresponding standard AMBER
atom types.29 This force field parametrization was tested by minimizing
in vacuo the geometries of the [Zn(methylimidazole)3(OH)]+ and [Zn-
(methylimidazole)3(OH2)]2+ complexes; the resultant structures were
quite similar to the HF/6-31G* ones (root-mean-square deviations of
∼0.3 Å). All the parameters used to represent the Zn environment in
the ZnOH and ZnOH2 models are included in the Supporting
Information.
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MD Simulations. The starting structure was prepared from the
coordinates of theB. cereusmolecule as determined in the 1.85 Å
crystal structure of Carfi et al. (PDB ID code 1BME).13 This high-
resolutionB. cereusstructure shows one fully and one partially occupied
zinc site (the second zinc ion and a carbonate anion were deleted from
the coordinate file). To generate theZnOH system, the protein and
the water molecules of the crystal structure were surrounded by a
periodic box of TIP3P water molecules which extended approximately
10 Å from the protein atoms. This resulted in the protein (3461 atoms)
being solvated by 213 X-ray water molecules and 9339 additional water
molecules. All of the ionizable residues were set to their pH 7
protonation states excepting His210 which is positively charged and
neutral in theZnOH and ZnOH2 models, respectively. Two Cl-

counterions were placed 20 Å beyond the zinc atom to neutralize the
+2 charge of theB. cereusmodels using the LEaP software.32 The
parm96 version of the all-atom AMBER force field was used to
represent the system29

To remove bad contacts in the initial geometries, energy minimiza-
tion (2000 steps for the water molecules followed by 2000 steps for
the whole system) was done by using a Limited Memory BFGS
minimizer33 included in the ROAR 2.0 program.34 Subsequently, MD
simulations were carried out with the SANDER program included in
version 5.0 of the AMBER suite of programs.35 The time step was
chosen to be 1.5 fs and the SHAKE algorithm36 was used to constrain
all bonds involving hydrogen atoms. A nonbond pairlist cutoff of 10.0
Å was used and the nonbonded pairlist was updated every 25 time
steps. The pressure (1 atm) and the temperature (300 K) of the system
were controlled during the MD simulations by Berendsen’s method (a
separate scaling factor for the solute and the solvent temperatures was
used).37 Periodic boundary conditions were applied to simulate a
continuous system. To include the contributions of the long-range
interactions, the Particle-Mesh-Ewald (PME) method38 was used with
a grid size of 64× 64 × 64 (grid spacing of∼1 Å) combined with a
fourth-order B-spline interpolation to compute the potential and forces
between grid points. The estimated deviation of the PME force errors39

was always lower than 10-5 during the simulations.

For the ZnOH model system, an equilibration period of 300 ps
resulted in a protein system sufficiently adjusted to its solvent
environment according to the convergence of the dimensions of the
simulation box and the evolution of the trajectories. Subsequently, a 1
ns trajectory was computed and coordinates were saved for analyses
every 50 time steps. The 0.3 ns instantaneous structure of theZnOH
system was adopted as the starting structure for theZnOH2 system.
The doubly protonated His210 was mutated into a singly protonated
residue in theZnOH2 model while the zinc-bound hydroxide in the
ZnOH model was converted into a zinc-bound water. All other water
molecules inZnOH were retained and placed in theZnOH2 system,
which was then re-minimized for another 2000 LBFGS steps. The MD
simulation protocols forZnOH2 were identical with those forZnOH .
An equilibration period of 200 ps was followed by a 1 nsproduction
run. All of the MD results were analyzed by using the CARNAL module

of AMBER 5.035 and some specific trajectory analysis software
developed locally.

QM and QM/MM Calculations. A water-assisted pathway for
proton transfer between a Zn-bound water molecule and an imidazole
ring was studied at the PM3 semiempirical level40 considering a cluster
model composed of a [Zn(methylimidazol)3(OH2)]2+ complex, the
Asp90 and His210 side chains, and an auxiliary water molecule. The
initial geometry was taken from a snapshot of theZnOH2 simulation;
the position of the Câ atoms were fixed during the PM3 optimizations.
Single-point B3LYP/6-31G* calculations41 were carried out on the PM3
critical structures to better estimate the relative energies. The DIVCON
program42 was employed to perform the PM3 optimizations while the
B3LYP/6-31G* energies were obtained with Gaussian98.43

To analyze the stability of theZnOH and ZnOH2 models, two
different series of QM/MM minimizations44,45were performed in which
a QM region was optimized while the rest of the protein and a solvent
cap of 1500 water molecules centered on the zinc atom were held fixed.
Initial geometries were taken from snapshots extracted every 10 ps
during theZnOH andZnOH2 simulations, resulting in a total of 200
QM/MM calculations. In these calculations, the PM3 Hamiltonian was
used to describe the zinc cation and the side chains of His86, His88,
His149, Asp90, and His210. The AMBER force field was used for the
rest of the system. Hydrogen link atoms were placed at the correspond-
ing Câ atoms to cap exposed valence sites due to bonds which crossed
the QM-MM boundary.44 The ROAR 2.0 program was used to carry
out the QM/MM calculations.34

In this work, we employed a new PM3 parametrization for zinc,
which has been obtained by using a genetic algorithm in our laboratory.
The parametrization reference set, which maintains the thermochemical
data used to obtain the original PM3 parameters, was augmented with
structural and energetic data obtained from ab initio model systems of
zinc-enzymes (further details will be published elsewhere).46

Results

Protein Root-Mean-Square Deviation and Flexibility.The
overall architecture of theB. cereusenzyme, which includes
220 amino acid residues and a zinc ion, can be described as a
sandwich of two twistedâ-sheet structures with twoR-helices
on the external faces and a fifth helix bridging the two
sheets.12-14 Two domains can be distinguished: The N-terminal
domain comprises approximately half of the residues and
consists of sevenâ-strands and threeR-helices. In the C-terminal
domain, there are fiveâ-strands and two helices. The active
site, identified by the presence of the zinc ion, lies at one edge
of the â-sheet sandwich. The zinc-ligand residues belong to
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extended loops connecting secondary-structure elements. Inter-
estingly, it has been shown that theB. cereusprotein fold is
exclusive to the metallo-â-lactamases and that the largest
differences between theB. fragilis andB. cereusstructures arise
in the observed conformation of the protein loop regions.13,15

Therefore, we expect that the analyses of the MD trajectories
from our simulations will be useful to characterize the inherent
dynamic properties of this protein fold in solution.

The time evolution of the root-mean-squared deviation
(RMSD) of the instantaneous structures from the initial crystal
structure for theZnOH andZnOH2 MD simulations indicated
that the two models evolve in an equilibrium state with respect
to the RMS deviations during the analyzed trajectory (see Table
S3 and Figures S5 and S6 in the Supporting Information). The
average RMSD values for the entire protein for theZnOH and
ZnOH2 models did not deviate significantly from the crystal
structure with RMSD values (1.8-1.9 Å) which are similar to
those observed in other protein simulations. In general, the
ZnOH systems present RMSD values which are slightly lower
than those ofZnOH2, although more important differences
appear in the RMS deviation corresponding to the loop regions
(e.g., the loops in the N-terminal domain have a RMSD of 2.29
and 2.67 Å forZnOH andZnOH2, respectively).

To gain insight into the fluctuations of theB. cereusenzyme,
the RMS flexibility (RMSF) was calculated by comparing the
instantaneous protein structure to the average one. The calculated
RMSF values for the entire protein were quite similar in the
two models (0.92 Å forZnOH and 0.94 Å forZnOH2). The
RMSF values for the backbone atoms (∼0.7 Å) were close to
the all-atom values, demonstrating the importance of backbone
motion. It is worth noting that the N-terminal domain is more
flexible than the C-terminal one in both theZnOH and the
ZnOH2 systems. This effect is due to the relatively large
flexibility of the h1 R-helix (∼0.9 Å) and theâ1-strand (∼1.0
Å) in the N-terminal domain. We also compared the per residue
RMSF values with those obtained from theB-factors in the
experimental structure: the corresponding plots showed moder-
ate differences between the flexibility of the fully solvated
system and that of the solid-state structure (data not shown for
brevity). This comparison supports the ability of the theoretical
models to characterize the flexibility of theB. cereusenzyme.

A more detailed inspection of the RMSF for regions of the
protein is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the thickness of the
C and N backbone atoms represents the fluctuations per residue;
the thicker the ribbon, the more flexible the structure in the
simulation. We find that the residues with greater flexibility
are preferentially situated on the hydrophilic surface of the
protein. Many of the highly flexible residues belong to theR1/
R2 andR4/R5 helices with RMSF values of 0.6-0.9 Å, while
theâ-strands have an intermediate flexibility of 0.4-0.6 Å. On
the other hand, the protein residues surrounding the zinc ion,
which is located in a solvent-accessible shallow on the protein
surface (see the “upper half” in Figure 2), corresponds to a low
flexibility region with RMSF values around 0.2-0.3 Å. As
observed in previous work on human carbonic anhydrase,25 it
can be reasonably expected that the rigidity of the active site
would lock the essential residues into an orientation favorable
for optimum catalytic activity. To preserve the structural
integrity of the active site, the major part of theâ-sandwich
region is a buffering region of intermediate flexibility, which
attenuates the fluctuations from the hydrophilic high-RMSF part
of the protein and the surrounding bulk water.

By analyzing the RMSF values of the zinc-ligand residues
(His86, His88, and His149) and, especially, other nearby groups

(Asp90, His210, Asn180, etc.), we found important changes in
the flexibility depending on theZnOH/ZnOH 2 configuration.
Thus, theZnOH configuration results in an active site region
whose structure fluctuates much less than in the case of the
ZnOH2 model. For example, the neutral His210 residue
(ZnOH2) has a RMSF value of 0.23 Å compared with the 0.15
Å of the doubly protonated form in theZnOH model. Other
important residues such as Asp90 and Cys168 are also affected
by the formalZnOH f ZnOH2 conversion so that they become
much more flexible when the zinc ion binds a neutral water
molecule. More residues situated close to the active site increase
their flexibility in the ZnOH2 configuration (e.g., the loop of
residues 32-39; see below). These changes in the conforma-

Figure 2. Average structure of theB. cereusmetallo-â-lactamase from
the ZnOH (a) andZnOH2 (b) simulations. The structure is shown as
a ribbon of the backbone atoms where the thickness of the ribbon
represents the fluctuation of the corresponding residue. Helical regions
are in red andâ-strands in yellow. The most important residues around
the zinc cation are in green (side chains are also shown for these
residues). Note the change in flexibility and location of the loop of
residues in green.
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tional mobility reflect the influence of solvent and/or specific
interactions between residues present in each of the simulated
systems. They also suggest that theZnOH model might be the
most favorable for substrate binding and catalysis because of
the lower structural fluctuations of the crucial residues.

Structure of the Active Site.A typical snapshot of the active
site region and a schematic representation of the most important
interresidue contacts observed during theZnOH MD simulation

are shown in Figure 3. TheZnOH2 active site is displayed in
Figure 4. The mean values for some significant interatomic
distances between the zinc ion and the nearby residues are
collected in Table 1 while the average distance between heavy
atoms and lifetimes for selected H-bond contacts are summarized
in Table 2.

In both MD simulations, the tetrahedral environment of the
zinc center remained stable with fluctuations in the Zn-N

Figure 3. (a) Schematic representation of the most important interactions characterizing the active site of theZnOH configuration. Average
distances between heavy atoms are given in Å. (b) Snapshot of theZnOH active site. Note the H-bond network that connects the zinc-bound
hydroxide, the Asp90 carboxylate group, the doubly protonated imidazole ring of His210, and the thiol group of Cys168.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic representation of the most important interactions characterizing the active site of theZnOH2 configuration. Average
distances between heavy atoms are givein in Å. (b) Snapshot of theZnOH2 active site.
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distances of(0.05 Å. The side chains of the zinc ligands His86
and His149 are interconnected to other polar residues through
H-bond contacts mediated by buried water molecules.13 The Nδ1
atom of His88 forms a direct contact with the Oγ atom of an
adjacent Thr85 residue (average Nδ1‚‚‚Oγ distance of 3.35(
0.26 Å). For the Zn-O bond length, the calculated mean values
are 1.86( 0.04 and 2.00( 0.06 Å (SHAKE was not used to
constrain the Zn-ligand bonds) for the zinc-bound hydroxide
(ZnOH ) and water (ZnOH2), respectively. These distances,
which are close to those of the HF/6-31G* optimized zinc
complexes26 used in the parametrization of the zinc environment,
are much lower than those observed in the solid state12,13(2.3-
3.3 Å, see Table 1). However, we note that one of the
experimental structures in Table 1 corresponds to a low-
resolution monozinc form12 (1BMC) while in the other structure
at 1.85 Å (1BME), the second zinc binding site is partially
occupied13 which could perturb the Zn1 environment. Similarly,
the Zn‚‚‚Oδ@Asp90 distance observed in theZnOH and
ZnOH2 models and the X-ray structure differ by(1 Å. On the
other hand, the Zn‚‚‚Nε2@His210 and Zn‚‚‚Sγ@Cys168 dis-
tances have comparable values in the X-ray structures and in
the MD simulations. However, we conclude that the available
X-ray experimental data do not allow us to discriminate between
the ZnOH and theZnOH2 models as the best model for the
active site region determined in the solid state.

In the ZnOH configuration, the zinc-bound hydroxide is
clearly stabilized through short and persistent contacts with
Asp90 and Cys168 in agreement with the important role of these
residues (see Figure 3). Thus, the Oδ2@Asp80 atom acts as
proton-acceptor in a Oδ2‚‚‚H-O-Zn interaction (average O‚
‚‚O distance of 2.99( 0.28 Å). The thiol group of Cys168 is
a proton donor toward the zinc-hydroxide moiety through an
S-H‚‚‚O contact with S‚‚‚O and H‚‚‚O distances of 3.19(
0.13 and 1.92( 0.19 Å (S-H‚‚‚O angle∼160ï), respectively.
These contacts have lifetimes of∼99% over the length of the
ZnOH trajectory. The other important residue for catalysis,
His210, which is positively charged in theZnOH simulation,

forms only a secondary interaction with the zinc-bound hy-
droxide for ∼50% of the simulation (see Table 2). Most
importantly, His210 strongly interacts with the negatively
charged group of the Asp90 residue. In this case, the Nε2-Hε

bond of His210 points toward the Oδ2@Asp90 atom, which is
reflected by the computed Nε2@His210‚‚‚Oδ2@Asp90 distance
of 2.73 ( 0.09 Å (lifetime of 100%). Therefore, Asp90 plays
a central role in the structure of theZnOH active site via the
formation of a bifurcated salt bridge (Zn-OH‚‚‚Asp90‚‚‚
His210), which links the positively charged Zn-OH and His210
groups.

When the first coordination sphere of the zinc cation contains
an undissociated water molecule (ZnOH2 model), the nature
of the residue-residue contacts within theB. cereusactive site
is dramatically altered with respect to theZnOH model. The
Oδ2@Asp90 atom forms a very short H-bond contact with the
zinc-bound water molecule (average Oδ2‚‚‚O distance of 2.55
( 0.09 Å) due to the increased positive charge of the zinc
complex (see Figure 4). We also observed that the Zn-bound
water molecule frequently establishes a bifurcated H-bonding
interaction with the Asp90 carboxylate along theZnOH2

trajectory. Although the average Zn‚‚‚Sγ@Cys168 distance is
3.23 ( 0.18 Å, the corresponding S-H‚‚‚O distance is now
2.69 ( 0.90 Å (i.e., the S-H bond is barely oriented toward
the Zn-bound water). Therefore, it appears that the thiol group
of Cys168 does not play an important role in stabilizing the
zinc environment in theZnOH2 state. As expected, even more
important changes were observed in the positioning and
interactions of the neutral side chain of His210. Figure 4 reveals
that His210 is now a much more solvent-exposed residue and
hardly interacts with either the Asp90 residue or the zinc-bound
water. The structural data for His210 and Cys168 inZnOH2

are in agreement with their greater mobility with respect to the
ZnOH system.

Among the polar and charged residues located in the active
site region (Glu30, Ser41, Asn42, Asp56, Arg91, Thr85, etc.),
Arg91 turns out to be closest to Asp90 and the zinc center.
During theZnOH MD simulation, the guanidinium group of
Arg91 forms strong H-bond contacts, which are long-lived, with
the backbone O atom of Asp90 (see Table 2). The position of
the Arg91 side chain is also determined by a salt bridge
interaction with the carboxylate group of Asp56 through a long-
lived Nη1‚‚‚Oδ2 contact of 2.85( 0.17 Å that is in agreement
with experimental observations.12-14 Interestingly, Asp56 is a
conserved residue in the metallo-â-lactamases and it is the only
residue with aæ angle outside the allowed range (æ ∼ +50°).
Thus, Asp56 is thought to play an important role in the
architecture of the active site. TheZnOH model reproduces
the strained main chain conformation of Asp56 giving aæ angle
average of 58( 9°. The ZnOH f ZnOH2 conversion
destabilizes the Arg91‚‚‚Asp56 salt bridge: the Asp56 carboxy-

Table 1. Summary of Some Significant Interatomic Distances (Å)
in the Active Site of theB. CereusMetallo-â-lactamase

X-ray

distance ZnOH ZnOH 2 1BMEa 1BMCb

Zn-O 1.86( 0.04 2.00( 0.06 2.3 3.3
Zn‚‚‚Oδ1@Asp90 4.56( 0.41 5.13( 0.57 3.9 5.5
Zn‚‚‚Oδ2@Asp90 4.41( 0.38 3.86( 0.25 4.8 5.9
Zn‚‚‚Nε2@His210 5.81( 0.35 6.18( 0.57 6.1 6.2
Zn‚‚‚Sγ@Cys168 4.45( 0.17 4.38( 0.31 4.2 4.3
Nε2@His210‚‚‚Oδ2@

Asp90
2.73( 0.09 4.82( 0.06 3.2 3.4

a 1.85 Å resolution. In this structure, the position of a second zinc
ion is partially occupied (ref 13).b 2.50 Å resolution. Monozinc form
of the B. cereusenzyme (ref 12).

Table 2. Summary of the Average Distances between Heavy Atoms (Å) and Percent Occurrence Data of Important Hydrogen Bonding
Interactions within the Active Site of theB. CereusMetallo-â-lactamase

ZnOH ZnOH 2

H-bond X‚‚‚Y % H-bond X‚‚‚Y %

Asp90-Oδ2‚‚‚H-OZn• 2.99( 0.28 98.9 Asp90-Oδ2‚‚‚H-OZn• 2.55( 0.09 100.0
Asp90-Oδ1‚‚‚H-OZn 3.59( 0.29 69.4 His210-Nε2‚‚‚H-OZn 3.63( 0.29 16.7
ZnO‚‚‚H-Nε2-His210 3.72( 0.21 50.2 Zn-O‚‚‚H-Sγ-Cys168 3.23( 0.18 64.5
ZnO‚‚‚H-Sγ-Cys168 3.19( 0.13 99.6 Thr85-Oγ‚‚‚H-Nδ1-His86 3.09( 0.22 99.9
Asp90-Oδ2‚‚‚H-Nε2-His210 2.73( 0.09 99.9 Asp90-O‚‚‚H-Nε-Arg91 2.92( 0.16 96.3
Thr85-Oγ ‚‚‚H-Nδ1-His86 3.35( 0.26 97.6 Asp90-Oδ2‚‚‚H-Nη2-Arg91 2.93( 0.18 99.6
Asp90-O‚‚‚H-Nε-Arg91 2.88( 0.15 98.0 Glu30-Oε1‚‚‚H-Nη2-Arg91 2.75( 0.09 100.0
Asp90-O‚‚‚H-Nη2-Arg91 3.07( 0.27 99.1 Glu30-Oε2‚‚‚H-Nη1-Arg91 3.00( 0.32 98.8
Asp56-Oδ2‚‚‚H-Nη1-Arg91 2.85( 0.17 99.1 Asp56-Oδ2‚‚‚H-Nη2-Arg91 2.70( 0.14 68.6
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late group is now oriented toward bulk water while a new
Arg91‚‚‚Glu30 salt bridge is formed (see H-bonding data in
Table 2). The corresponding averageæ angle for Asp56 (64(
15ï) is now larger than the observed X-ray value.

It has been noted that a flexible chain consisting of residues
32-39 (Gly-Ser-Phe-Asn-Gly-Glu-Ala-Val) can play an im-
portant role in the catalytic mechanism ofB. cereusgiven that
this loop, which borders the active site groove, could help
position the substrate.13,14Since no interpretable electron density
for these residues was observed in the X-ray experiments, our
results offer new insight into the structure and dynamics of this
region of the protein. In theZnOH configuration, the average
structure of the loop is an extended conformation, which appears
favorable for substrate binding. In this structure the Asn-Gly-
Glu-Ala sequence is solvated by the surrounding water mol-
ecules; however, a hydrophobic cluster formed by the side chains
of the Phe34 and Val39 residues and that of the Trp59 residue
is also formed. These latter residues are relatively close to the
imidazole ring of His210 which, in turn, forms a parallel-
displacedπ-π interaction with Trp59. In this hydrophobic
cluster, the phenyl group of Phe34 lies in a quasiperpendicular
position relative to the plane of the Trp59 side chain (a favorable
disposition normally observed inπ-π interactions47) while the
methyl groups of Val39 are oriented toward the aromatic side
chains of Trp59 and Phe34 (see Figure 2). These interactions
are geometrically characterized in Table 3 on the basis of
distances and angles involving the center of mass of the Trp59
and Phe34 side chains and the Câ@Val33 atom. For example,
theπ-π Phe34‚‚‚Trp59 interaction results in a distance between
the side chain centers of mass of 5.27 Å. The average
Nδ1@His210‚‚‚Cη2@Trp59 distance has a value of 3.66 Å
versus∼4.3 Å in the X-ray structure. This interaction could be
favored by the positive charge delocalized throughout the His210
imidazole group. Clearly, the stable conformation of these
hydrophobic residues could be important for promoting substrate
binding via favorable interactions with the lipophilic chain of
â-lactams and/or providing a relatively low polarity environment
in the catalytic site.

Figure 2b visualizes how the flexibility of this loop region is
increased in theZnOH2 model and its average position partially
acts as a “lid” to the zinc binding site. Furthermore, the
hydrophobic clustering of the residues Trp59, Phe34, and Val39
observed inZnOH becomes destabilized. Overall, the relative
positions of the side chains of these residues are poorly
organized along theZnOH2 trajectory. The Trp59 side chain
interacts preferentially with the positive charge of the Arg91
guanidinium group while the phenyl group of Phe34 and the

isopropyl side chain of Val39 are preferentially oriented in
opposite directions. All these changes might be traced to the
neutral charge acquired by the His210 side chain, which
weakens the His210 interaction with Trp59 and destabilizes the
rest of the hydrophobic contacts.

Solvent Structure and Dynamics.As previously described,
the zinc ion in theB. cereusactive site lies in a shallow cleft,
which is readily accessible to solvent. Since specific interactions
between solvent molecules and protein atoms can significantly
affect the function of an enzyme,48 we analyzed the protein-
water interactions that may affect substrate binding and chemical
reactivity.

The protein-solvent interactions were initially characterized
by calculating the pair distribution functionsg(r) around the
zinc cation and selected atoms of the nearby residues. Theg(r)
function for the zinc ion in theZnOH and ZnOH2 models
reveals the presence of approximately two solvation layers
centered at distances of 3.8 and 6.5 Å, respectively. While the
first peak observed in both models is in good agreement, there
is a significant shift in the positioning of the second peak. The
ZnOH2 system exhibits a broader peak with a shoulder at∼5
Å. Nevertheless, the integrated values are quite similar in both
systems and predict that around 1.2 and 10 water molecules
are in the first and second zinc solvation layers, respectively.
The first peak can be attributed to a water molecule solvating
the zinc-bound water while the second peak mainly represents
the solvation of the zinc-ligands. It may be worth noting that
the zinc cation in theB. cereusenzyme is much more hydrated
than that in Human Carbonic Anhydrase,25 which lies in a
relatively buried hydrophobic pocket. This could have conse-
quences for the mechanism of theB. cereusenzyme.

Inspection of the solvent properties of other residues in the
active site shows significant differences between theZnOH and
ZnOH2 models (see Table 4). ForZnOH , the solvation of the
catalytically important residues (Asp90, His210, Cys168) was
found to be moderate given that the first peak ing(r) appears
at large distances (∼4 Å) and/or there are only one to two water
molecules in the first solvation layer. The Oδ1@Asp90 and
O@ZnOH atoms exhibit a firstg(r) peak centered at∼2.7 Å
containing 2.5 and 2.0 water molecules on average, respectively,
whereas the Nε2 position of His210 and the thiol group of
Cys168 lack a primary solvation layer throughout theZnOH
simulation (see Table 4). Similarly, the Oδ2@Asp90 atom,
which bridges the protonated Nε2@His210 atom and the Zn-
bound hydroxide, is also desolvated. These results suggest that,
most likely, the stable hydrophobic cluster near the zinc cation

(47) (a) Hobza, P.; Selzle, H. L.; Schalg, E. W.J. Phys. Chem. 1996,
100, 18790-18794. (b) Results of ab initio (CSD CT) calculations show
two nearly isoenergetic structures, T-shaped and parallel displaced: Hobza,
P.; Selzle, H. L.; Schlag, E. W. Potential Energy Surface for the Benzene
Dimer: Ab Initio Theoretical Study.J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1994, 116, 3500.

(48) Brooks, C. L., III; Karplus, M.; Pettitt, B. M.Proteins. A Theoretical
PerspectiVe of Dynamics, Structure and Thermodynamics; Advances in
Chemical Physics. Vol LXX; Prigogine, I. I., Rice, S. A., Eds.; John Wiley
& Sons: New York, 1988.

Table 3. Summary of the Significant Distances (Å) and Angles
between the Hydrophobic Residues Phe34, Val39, and Trp59

ZnOH ZnOH 2

distances
Ring@Phe34‚‚‚Ring@Trp59 5.27( 0.57 8.35( 0.91
Câ@Val39‚‚‚Ring@Phe34 6.96( 0.71 11.69( 1.49
Câ@Val39‚‚‚Ring@Trp59 6.01( 0.42 7.54( 0.79
Nδ1@His210‚‚‚Cη2@Trp59 3.66( 0.33 4.67( 0.44

angles
Ring@Phe34‚‚‚Ring@Trp59 60.1( 15.2 44.4( 13.1
Ring@His210‚‚‚Ring@Trp59 32.0( 10.6 25.5( 13.6
Ring@Phe34‚‚‚Câ@Val39‚‚‚Ring@Trp59 47.2( 7.41 45.4( 12.2

Table 4. First Peak Position of the Atomic Radial Distribution
Functiong(r) in Åa

atom ZnOH ZnOH 2

O@ZnOH 2.67 (1.96) 2.65 (1.44)
Oδ1@Asp90 2.66 (2.45) 2.65 (2.60)
Oδ2@Asp90 3.85 (1.35) 2.67 (0.40)
Nε2@His210 3.86 (1.18) 2.88 (2.63)
Nδ1@His86 2.89 (1.07) 3.35 (1.92)
Nδ1@His143 2.92 (1.78) 2.86 (0.99)
Nε2@His88 2.89 (1.31) 2.87 (3.35)
Sγ@Cys168 4.16 (7.09) 3.34 (3.10)
Nú@Lys171 2.85 (3.62) 2.85 (3.32)
N@Asn180 3.03 (1.22) 2.99 (1.30)
Nδ1@Asn180 2.97 (2.00) 2.94 (3.66)

a Integrated values ofg(r) until the first minimum are in parentheses.
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(Phe34, Val39, Trp59) can effectively induce a low polarity
environment around the nucleophilic hydroxide. Other water
molecules relatively close to the zinc atom constitute the first
solvation layer of the ammonium group of Lys171, which is a
conserved residue among the zinc-â-lactamases and is thought
to be important for substrate binding.14 As seen in the
experimental structure of theB. cereusenzyme, the side chain
of Lys171 is partially oriented toward the zinc cation along the
ZnOH MD trajectory with an average distance of 9.6 Å.

For theZnOH2 model, we found that the Oδ1@Asp90 and
the zinc-bound O atom had solvation patterns which were similar
to the ZnOH state (see Table 4). However, the extent of the
solvent penetration in the active site in theZnOH2 state is
substantially larger than that in theZnOH model. For example,
the g(r) function centered on the Sγ atom of Cys168 now has
a first peak at 3.34 Å with an integrated value of 3.10. This
indicates that the relatively buried thiol group of Cys168, which
does not give a hydrogen bond with the zinc-bound water (see
above), acquires instead an enhanced first solvation layer.
Similarly, the lone pair of the Nε2@His210 atom is now
surrounded by a solvation layer centered at 2.88 Å with 2.63
water molecules on average.

Some of the water molecules within theB. cereusactive site
establish an organized network of hydrogen bonds that intercon-
nects the charged groups during the MD simulations. To
characterize these interactions, a solvent H-bond is present if
both distance (e.g., O‚‚‚O < 3.5 Å) and angular (e.g., O-H‚‚
‚O > 120°) criteria are satisfied simultaneously. The possible
water bridges can be categorized as sequential hydrogen
bonding, X-H‚‚‚(H2O)n‚‚‚:Y (defining pathways for Xf Y
proton-transfer processes), double acceptor hydrogen bonding,
X-H‚‚‚(H2O)n‚‚‚H-Y, and double donor hydrogen bonding,
X:‚‚‚(H2O)n‚‚‚:Y. As expected, these water bridges undergo fast
rotational motions (i.e., exchange of the H-bonds from water
atom H1 to H2 (and vice versa)), and simultaneously other water
molecules diffuse in and replace existing water molecules in
the bridge.25 Thus, the calculated lifetimes for the most common
water bridges observed in our simulations were quite short,
ranging from 0.2 to 25 ps. It should be noted that we analyzed
only water bridges which werelinear as defined in graph theory
terms49 although otherbranchedwater-bridges normally coexist
with the linear ones.

For theZnOH system, we found that the first hydration shells
of the O@Zn-OH and the Oδ1@Asp90 atoms overlap to form
long-lived O‚‚‚(H2O)n‚‚‚O water bridges withn ) 1 and 2 in
46.3% and 59.7% of the simulation snapshots (see Figure 6).
Similarly, a second fluxional network of hydrogen bonds
connects the protonatedε-amino group of Lys171 and the zinc-
hydroxide moiety. In this case, the water bridges between these
groups can be categorized as sequential hydrogen bonds,
O‚‚‚(H2O)n‚‚‚H-Nú, which were observed in 98.6% of the
analyzed snapshots. The most abundant O‚‚‚(H2O)n‚‚‚H-Nú
water bridges were linear sequences of H-bonds mediated by 2
(27.3% of the snapshots) or 3 water molecules (54.8%).

In the ZnOH2 state, one of the most interesting features of
the protein-solvent interactions is the existence of sequential
hydrogen bond networks from the zinc-bound water to the
Nε2@His210 atom, which contain exclusively donorf acceptor
H-bonds. Indeed the percentage of snapshots in which there is
a one-water molecule bridge connecting these groups through
donorf acceptor H-bonds is very high (71.2%). Some of these
structures coexist with linear two-water-molecule bridges which

are present in 39.0% of the snapshots. The average O‚‚‚O and
O‚‚‚Nε2 distances involved in the one-water molecule bridges
have values of 2.86 and 2.77 Å, respectively. These results
strongly suggest that, in contrast with the structural role of
solvent inZnOH , the solvent positioning and dynamics in the
ZnOH2 system promotes proton-transfer processes from the
zinc-bound water molecule to the neutral His210 residue.

ZnOH2 f ZnOH Conversion via Proton Transfer. In many
zinc metalloenzymes, the zinc-bound water (pKa ∼7) in its
deprotonated form shows an enhanced nucleophilic ability at
physiological pH.50 To generate the most activeZnOH form
of a zinc enzyme a proton translocation process is necessary.
In the case of theB. cereusactive site, the presence of stable
H-bond networks of water molecules connecting the zinc-bound
water molecule with the lone pair of the Nε2@His210 atom
defines a set of possible water-assisted pathways for proton
transfer. Using the trajectories generated by our MD simulations
we can explore the presence and stability of a Zn-OH2 f
His210 proton-transfer pathway to better understand proton
translocation in this system.

The free energy of water bridge formation (∆Gbridge) gives
an estimate of the energetic contribution of solvent pre-
organization to the total proton-transfer energy barrier.∆Gbridge

can be directly calculated from the probability of bridge
formation expressed as

whereP is the probability. For the most frequent one-water
molecule bridges in theZnOH2 state, this approach predicts a
∆Gbridge term of ∼0.2 kcal/mol. However, this∆Gbridge value
needs to be combined with an intrinsic barrier height to give
the overall energy barrier. Therefore, we also studied the
energetics and mechanism of the Zn-OH2 f His210 proton-
transfer event. We considered a cluster model including the zinc
cation coordinated to three methylimidazole ligands and a water
molecule, a single water molecule bridging the zinc-bound water
with a neutral methylimidazole simulating His210, and an
acetate group simulating the Asp90-COO‚‚‚HOH-Zn linkage
present in theZnOH2 system. Critical points involved in the
water-assisted Zn-OH2 f His210 proton transfer were located
on the PM3 Potential Energy Surface, the position of the C
atoms in the methyl groups being constrained to that of a
particular snapshot from theZnOH2 simulation. The relative
energies were then refined at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory.
The optimized structures1-5 and relative energies are shown

(49) Trinajstic, N.Chemical Graph Theory; CRC Press: Boca Raton,
1992.

(50) Lipscomb, W. N.; Stra¨ter, N. Recent Advances in Zinc Enzymology.
Chem ReV. 1996, 96, 2375-2433.

Figure 5. Atomic radical distribution functiong(r) for the zinc ion to
the oxygens in the surrounding water molecules.

∆Gbridge) -RT ln P
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in Figure 7 (note that2 and 4 correspond to transition state
structures at the PM3 level).

According to the relative energies in Figure 7, PM3 predicts
a high energy barrier for proton transfer (23.5 kcal/mol) via a
two-step mechanism. On the other hand, single-point B3LYP/
6-31G* calculations suggest a concerted route that passes
through aproduct-like transition state (4 in Figure 7) with a
barrier height of∼8 kcal/mol. This B3LYP/6-31G* energy
profile indicates that the intrinsic energy barrier for the water-

assisted Zn-OH2 f His210 proton transfer has a moderate
value similar to that involved in intramolecular proton-transfer
processes occurring, for example, in Human Carbonic Anhy-
drase III.51

Nevertheless, the series of PM3 structures1 f [2]q f 3 f
[4]q f 5 give interesting mechanistic details regarding the Zn-

(51) Silverman, D. N.; Tu, C.; Chen, X.; Tanhauser, S. M.; Kresge, A.
J.; Laipis, P. J. Rate-Equilibria Relationships in Intramolecular Pronton
Transfer in HCA III.Biochemistry1993, 32, 10757-10762.

Figure 6. Arrangement of H-bonding water bridges at specific snapshots taken from theZnOH andZnOH2 trajectories. Distances between heavy
atoms (Å) were obtained by averaging the geometry of the corresponding bridges along the entireZnOH andZnOH2 trajectories.

Figure 7. PM3 optimized structures for the critical structures involved in the Zn-OH2 f methylimidazole proton transfer. Distances in Å. PM3
and B3LYP/6-31G*//PM3 relative energies (kcal/mol) are also indicated.
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OH2 f His210 proton transfer through the pathway defined by
the bridging water molecule. This process can be regarded as
occurring in two consecutive stages as follows: first the catalytic
water molecule donates a proton to the neutral imidazole ring
(His210) and second, a hydrogen atom is completely transferred
from the zinc-bound water to the remaining hydroxide ion. This
second stage destabilizes the Asp90-COO‚‚‚HOH-Zn linkage
and controls the magnitude of the energy barrier. On the other
hand, both the PM3 and B3LYP/6-31G* relative energies
indicate that theZnOH cluster model (5) is thermodynamically
disfavored with respect to theZnOH2 one (1) by 9.6 and 7.2
kcal/mol, respectively. These figures indicate that PM3 gives a
satisfactory reaction energy for the Zn-OH2 f His210 proton
transfer.

Energetic Analysis of the ZnOH and ZnOH2 Configura-
tions. To further asses the relative stability of theZnOH and
ZnOH2 models, we performed QM/MM calculations in which
the zinc center and the side chains of His86, His88, His149,
Asp90, and His210 were described at the PM3 semiempirical
level (see Scheme 2). In these calculations, we take into account
the environmental effects of the rest of the protein residues and
solvent molecules and the influence of structural fluctuations
as well. The QM/MM energy minimizations of the QM region
embedded in theB. cereusenzyme gave average PM3 heats of
formation which are probably better described as solvation
enthalpies.52,53These mean values and their fluctuations compli-
ment the geometrical analyses of protein-protein and solvent-
protein interactions described above.

To estimate the relative stability of theZnOH andZnOH2

models in theB. cereusenzyme, the enthalpy change of the
process given in Scheme 2 was considered, where the indicated
average heats of formation were computed separately for each
model as described in the Methods section. On one hand, we
note that theZnOH2 model experiences larger energetic
fluctuations thanZnOH in agreement with the greater mobility
of theZnOH2 active site. On the other hand, the global enthalpy
change, which is obtained by subtracting the two mean values,
is -17.0 kcal/mol favoring theZnOH2 state. This difference,
which is∼10 kcal/mol larger in absolute value than that from
the PM3 cluster models, has a magnitude similar to the
fluctuations of the individual heats of formation. Although other
energetic contributions arising from protein/solvent reorganiza-
tions could affect the stability ofZnOH2 relative toZnOH ,
this energetic analysis indicates that both states are energetically
accessible. The important energetic fluctuations occurring in the
ZnOH2 cluster model also suggest that this configuration could
especially favor the channeling of thermal energy into the
proton-transfer reaction coordinate.

Discussion
ZnOH as a Model of the Reactive Configuration.The fact

that theZnOH configuration presents a partially desolvated and
properly orientedhardnucleophile in the form of the zinc-bound
hydroxide moiety suggestsZnOH as the kinetically active
configuration of the mononuclear form of theB. cereusmetallo-
â-lactamase. However, other energetic and structural aspects
need to be considered further to support this proposal.

As described above, theZnOH configuration results in strong
and relatively rigid interactions which stabilize the Zn-OH
moiety and the conformation of the closest residues (Asp90,
His210, and Cys168). In this model, the bifurcated salt bridge
of the carboxylate group of Asp90 with the Zn-OH moiety
and the doubly protonated His210 residue appears to be crucial
for catalysis. The Asp-COO‚‚‚HO-Zn linkage contributes to
properly orient the Zn-OH nucleophile through a H-bond
interaction with an average Oδ2‚‚‚O distance of∼3.0 Å.
Simultaneously, the Asp90 group interacts with the H-Nε2
bond of His210 (Oδ2‚‚‚Nε2 ∼ 2.7 Å on average). Therefore,
the computationally predicted role of the Zn-OH‚‚‚Asp90‚‚‚
His210 salt bridge in stabilizing theZnOH state is consistent
with the characteristics ascribed to Asp90 and His210 by
mutagenesis experiments.17,18

It is also worth noting that the bifurcated Zn-OH‚‚‚Asp90
‚‚‚His210 salt bridge resembles the salt bridge between Asp70
and the His31 residues in T4 lysozyme.54 As in the ZnOH
model of theB. cereusenzyme, the Asp70‚‚‚His31 salt bridge
in T4 lysozyme is on the surface of the protein and does not
form any hydrogen bonds with neighboring residues. The
apparent pKa values of His31 and Asp70 in the native form of
T4 lysozyme are∼9 and∼1, respectively, according to both
experimental and theoretical results.54,55 This can be partially
understood in terms of the strong N-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonding
interaction which locks up the acidic proton of the histidine
residue and, therefore, a high pKa for the histidine residue is
observed. Similarly, one might expect that for the Zn-OH‚‚‚
Asp90‚‚‚His210 “triad” in B. cereus, the His210 residue may
have the high pKa value while the accompanying pKa lowering
expected in the Zn-OH‚‚‚Asp90 pair, which presentstwoproton
acceptor sites, would formally correspond to the zinc-bound
water. These qualitative pKa assignments in theZnOH model
are compatible with the experimental rate controlling ionization
constants pKa,1 ) pKa,2, and pKa,3 which have values of 5.6
and 9.5, respectively.21 Moreover, a mechanistic implication
from the ZnOH model is that the positively charged His210
could play an active role as a proton donor during the hydrolysis
of â-lactam substrates.

The rest of the structural and dynamical properties of the
ZnOH configuration are consistent with the proposal that this
model is the kinetically active configuration. For example, the
relative rigidity of the active site region and the average position
of the loop residues 32-39 seem poised for optimum catalysis.
In addition, the stability of the hydrophobic cluster of residues
adjacent to the zinc cation (Val39, Trp59, Phe34) would
efficiently promote substrate binding via hydrophobic interac-
tions. Other conserved residues, like Lys171 and Asn180, which
are thought to be important for substrate binding, are also
favorably positioned (e.g., the ammonium group of Lys171
points toward the zinc center throughout theZnOH simulation).

(52) Merz, K. M., Jr.; Banci, L. Binding of Azide to HCAII: The Role
Electrostatic Complementary Plays in Selecting the Preferred Resonance
Structure of Azide.J. Phys. Chem.1996, 100, 17414-17420.

(53) Merz, K. M., Jr.; Banci, L. Binding of Bicarbonate to Human
Carbonic Anhydrase II: A Continuum of Binding States.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1997, 119, 863-871.

(54) Anderson, D. E.; Becktel, W.; Dahlquist, F. W. pH-Induced
Denaturation of Proteins: A Single Salt Bridge Contributes 3-5 kcal/mol
to the Free Energy of Folding of T4 Lysozyme.Biochemistry1990, 29,
2403-2408.

(55) Yang, A.-S.; Gunner, M. R.; Sampogna, R.; Sharp, K.; Honig, B.
On the calculation of pKas in Proteins.Proteins: Struct. Func. Genet. 1993,
15, 252-265.

Scheme 2
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The Role of the ZnOH2 Configuration. The second con-
figuration studied,ZnOH2, is characterized by an unprotonated
His210 residue and the Zn-bound water molecule. On one hand,
the enhanced fluctuations of the protein-protein contacts in the
ZnOH2 active site, the greater flexibility of the active site region,
the presence of the Zn-OH2‚‚‚(H2O)n‚‚‚Nε2@His210 water
bridges, etc., indicate that this configuration could correspond
to an intermediate stage during the regeneration of the active
site in the absence of substrate. Assuming thatZnOH would
be the reactive form of the enzyme, it is conceivable that a bulk
water molecule could displace the hydrolyzedâ-lactam bound
to the catalytic zinc ion leading to theZnOH2 configuration.
From theZnOH2 state, our analyses indicate that the Zn-
OH2fNε2@His210 proton transfer process readily occurs
through a water-assisted pathway with an estimated barrier of
around 8 kcal/mol (see above), thereby regenerating theZnOH
configuration.

On the other hand, the intrinsic stability of the zinc cluster
model (including the side chains of His210 and Asp90) is greater
for theZnOH2 configuration than forZnOH . Through inclusion
of environmental effects using a QM/MM approach, the energy
difference favoringZnOH2 (-17 kcal/mol) is of a similar
magnitude to the fluctuations in the computed PM3 heats of
formation. Although a more quantitative picture of theZnOH2

f ZnOH conversion would require the inclusion of long-range
effects and the calculation of the total free energy change
associated with this process, these preliminary results indicate
that the actual energy difference betweenZnOH andZnOH2

is likely not large, that is, both states would be appreciably
populated in the native form ofB. cereus.

The Role of the Cys168 Residue.The slight structural
changes observed in the crystal structure of the Cys168f Ser
mutant ofB. cereuswith respect to the wild-type enzyme do
not allow one to understand the significant reduction in the
catalytic activity of the Cys168f Ser mutated enzyme.19,20,56

We note, however, that the hypothetical equilibrium between
the ZnOH and ZnOH2 configurations would be affected by
pH conditions and by the mutation of some residues such as
Cys168. In this sense, the effect of the Cys168f Ser and

Cys168f Ala mutations can be well understood in terms of a
displacement of theZnOH T ZnOH2 equilibrium toward the
ZnOH2 state.56 Although Cys168 could hardly play an active
role in the reaction coordinate owing to its relatively buried
location, it contributes to the activation of the nucleophile by
stabilizing the reactiveZnOH configuration through the Sγ-
H‚‚‚O-Zn hydrogen bond. Since the absence of the thiol group
in the Cys168 mutants would imply the loss of this interaction,
the population of the mutantB. cereusmolecules that have the
correctZnOH configuration for catalysis would be substantially
reduced with respect to the wild-type enzyme.

A Branched Mechanistic Pathway. For the B. cereus
metallo-â-lactamase, characterization of possible reaction in-
termediates has been attempted at low temperatures (below-41
°C).9 In these cryoenzymology experiments, the pre-steady
kinetics requires a branched catalytic pathway for the Zn(II),
Mn(II), and Co(II) forms of the enzyme. Particularly, the kinetic
mechanism proposed for the hydrolysis byB. cereuszinc-â-
lactamase of nitrocefin involves three intermediates correspond-
ing to noncovalent Michaelis complexes and variants that are
likely to be conformers.9 The authors concluded that branched
pathways that comprise conformationally distinct complexes
may be a consequence of fluctuations of the protein. Alterna-
tively, we note that a rapid interconversion process between
the ZnOH and ZnOH2 configurations in the presence of
substrate can also explain the appearance of different non-
covalent enzyme-substrate complexes as characterized under
the cryoenzymological conditions.
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(56) X-ray crystallographic data on the Cys181f Ser mutant of the
dinuclearB. fragilis enzyme has indicated that, although the side chain of
Ser181 occupies the same spatial position as that of Cys181 in the native
form, there is no electron density at the Zn2 position. These results suggest
that theseB. fragilis andB. cereusmutants have a comparable mononuclear
active site. See: Li, Z.; Rasmussen, B. A.; Herzberg, O. Structural
consequences of the active site substitution Cys181fSer in metallo-â-
lactamase fromBacteroides fragilis. Protein Sci.1999, 8, 249-252.
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